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miniNOI is a science workshop for inquisitive children aged between 6 and 12.

Freezing flowers at minus 200 degrees, powering up a light bulb using sawdust, or

building a robot – children can experiment and tinker here using different formats, and

engage with scientific themes in a playful way.        

It introduces children to research as early and spontaneously as possible, using their

innate curiosity to promote young scientists, and was developed in close collaboration

with regional research institutions in the thematic areas of Green Technologies, Food

Technologies, Automation and Alpine Technologies.  

Children experience the world of research and science in a direct way, with practical

activities. They meet young researchers who work at NOI Techpark, gradually

dismantling preconceptions: many researchers have also been involved in this project

over the years, and have in turn increased their awareness of the importance of public

engagement and science communication.

miniNOI, the Science Club for Kids

by NOI Techpark, Italy

A science workshop where children can

experiment and engage with scientific themes



Biopark Science Club

by Biopark, Brazil

Biopark Science Club (Clube de Ciências do Biopark) is a project that aims to insert

scientific research and environmental awareness into the daily lives of children and

adolescents, as well as contributing to the dissemination of knowledge in the school

community through socio-environmental projects aimed at the synthesis of

biomaterials.

The project promotes questions regarding science, nature, innovation and technology,

so that children seek solutions to solve situations and challenges related to current

environmental problems.

Biopark Science Club considerably increases the contact between children and the

world of research and science. Children and adolescents feel inspired to understand

the community in which they live, with its problems and challenges and, working as a

team, seek solutions and improvements through research and science, naturally

developing soft skills such as creativity, collaboration, empathy and adaptability.

Bringing scientific research and environmental

awareness into children’s daily lives



TDD4Future: a virtual event by
TechDemoDay

by La Salle Technova Barcelona, Spain

The TDD4Future is a space to connect the entrepreneurial and innovative ecosystem,

sharing content of interest in different digital platforms: webinars, thematic capsules,

pitches, round tables, networking and music. Now, more than ever, we want to

reimagine the future we want to create, and how we could contribute to the

NewNormal.

The key and innovative point of the project is a digital journey that allows us to

understand the new ideas of startups, connect them in real time with investors and

corporates, attend virtual conferences and share networking space, fun moments and

live music with all members of the innovation ecosystem. 

A virtual program combined with Virtual Reality that lets people use their senses and

experience closeness in the digital world, TDD4Future has successfully connected

different actors of Barcelona’s entrepreneurial ecosystem such as startups (especially

startups focused on the deep-tech sector), students, investors, companies, researchers

and innovation hubs.

Connecting the entrepreneurial and innovative ecosystem,

sharing content of interest on digital platforms



a2Tech360
by Ann Arbor SPARK, USA

a2Tech360 is a 10-day series of tech-related events connecting key

community actors who enrich the Ann Arbor region — innovators,

researchers, investors, businesses, academic institutions, non-profits,

job seekers, and the general public. It is marketed to tech

companies and workers to attract them to Ann Arbor, growing and

strengthening the economy.

A series of tech-related events connecting key

community actors who enrich the region

Before a2Tech360, the wider community was completely unaware

that global tech brands had offices in Ann Arbor above their

favorite shops, and restaurants. a2Tech360 was a unique

opportunity to market that activity and its economic benefits.

Maker Greenovation Ecosystem bridges the gap between humans

and nature. It helps good ideas for sustainable innovative products,

services and processes that protect the environment to become

fully-fledged prospects, and enhances cocreation of the future by

citizen power.

Maker Greenovation Platform
by Khon Kaen University Science Park, Thailand

Based on a tailored business incubation methodology, it creates a

whole Greennovation network in the region. Users pass on the

process to other groups to support other communities to be more

creative and effective in managing their local environment.

Helping develop good ideas for sustainable

innovative products that protect the environment
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The Science Pop Up Expo creates a meeting place for PhD students

and researchers from the university and the companies in Linköping

Science Park. At this reversed fair, the students and researchers

exhibit and the companies are the visitors. The aim: to find new

research partners, projects or job opportunities.

Science Pop Up Expo
by Linköping Science Park, Sweden

The lack of talent is a challenge that many companies are facing

these days, and the park tries to find new ways for them to attract

the right talents. By creating an easy meeting place, we help

companies and talents to find each other, and by connecting the

university with the companies they also support the companies in

their R&D.

A reversed talent fair where students and

researchers exhibit and STP companies are the

visitors, to find new partners, projects or jobs

Full-Cycle Diagnostic Industrial Cloud
Platform project
by Luoyang National University Science Park, China

The ‘Industrial Cloud' project connects the resources of regional

industrial enterprises, upgrades business practices, and establishes

a collaborative network for SMEs. It reduces the cost of production,

improve the quality of products and increase production efficiency.

It helps connect production and sales, find new customers, monitor

production data and predict capacity. Through the digitalization,

visualization, and sharing of the industrial enterprises' equipment,

the platform utilizes IoT, AI and Big Data algorithms to overturn the

problem-solving model for industrial manufacturing SMEs with a

full-cycle diagnostic solution.

An initiative to reduce the cost of production,

improve the quality of products and increase the

production efficiency of companies



Zcube Open Accelerator

The portal bridges the gap between disconnected stakeholders, and

its modular design allows more universities and industries to be

easily added. Partners, associate STPs and innovation centres can

also be plugged in to enhance its reach and to encourage

international collaboration and knowledge sharing, creating a virtual

network of companies, academia and individuals.

The Zcube Open Accelerator is an international initiative to identify,

select and accelerate innovative digital and technological

proposals and startups with solutions that fulfil needs under the

paradigm of "4P" medicine (prevention, prediction, personalization

and participation), and along the entire patient journey.

An adaptation of the "Stanford biodesign" approach, the

programme is delivered in partnership with Deloitte. Specialized

mentors and coaches help proposals to scale up, using a flexible,

personalised approach to develop entrepreneurial projects in the

health care sector.

The Bridge is an online portal for collaboration and coordination

between residents of National Science and Technology Park (NSTP)

and the knowledge base the National University of Science and

Technology. Users can connect and communicate quickly and

conveniently, leading to collaborative research projects,

publications, job opportunities and other partnerships.

An international initiative to support the acceleration

of innovative digital and technological proposals in

the healthcare sector

by OpenZone, Italy

The Bridge
by National Science & Technology Park, Pakistan

An online portal to enable mutual collaboration

and coordination between residents of NSTP and

the university knowledge base



This global network collaborates to find tech-driven solutions to

maintain business operations: companies present solutions that

address the pandemic by providing technologies for doing business

remotely, tackling diseases and issues caused by the virus, and

enabling online edutainment.

The Online Business Mission supports international business

relations under the pandemic, meeting the needs of startups and

foreign partners alike.

Held as a four-day remote event, the Online Business Mission brings

together startups, investors and potential partners looking for

innovative solutions in the new reality.

Online Business Mission
by Skolkovo Foundation, Russia

A new service to support international business

relations and meet the needs of startups and

foreign partners under COVID
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